ADVANCED MEDIA
Less Serum - Same Quality!

www.capricorn-scientific.com

A STEP

into the right direction
Researchers working with mammalian cell cultures,
traditionally add 10 to 20% animal serum to standard
media formulations in order to provide their cells with
sufficient nutrients. They are most of the time helpless
against the rising raw serum prices and must accept
deteriorating conditions in animal farming.
At Capricorn Scientific, we want to provide alternatives
and are constantly looking for new cell culture innovations.
In this way, we keep the known & qualified and make
your experiments more defined, to take a step into the right
direction.
Unfortunately, eliminating serum content completely, often
causes problems in many applications, as it leads to poorer
growth characteristics and altered cell morphology.
However, by optimizing the formulations, the serum content
can be reduced considerably. We have implemented this in
our improved formulations of the standard media DMEM
and RPMI 1640.

DMEM AND RPMI 1640 ADVANCED
>>

>>

The media are based on the composition of the classic
media DMEM and RPMI 1640, supplemented with
high-quality components such as insulin,
transferrin and trace elements.
This improved formulation reduces the dependence
of your cells on the growth properties of the serum.
As a result, your serum content can be drastically
reduced, allowing for more defined experiments.

HOW TO USE THE ADVANCED MEDIA?
media can easily replace the classic
 The
RPMI and DMEM variants

 Cultivation of many mammalian cell types
 Mostly no adaptation required
 Reduce concentration of FBS up to 1%
depending on cell line

 The Advanced Media are produced without
L-Glutamine and HEPES

DID YOU KNOW?
Now you can order our
products directly via webshop
on our new homepage
www.capricorn-scientific.com
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DMEM ADVANCED
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BHK-21
DMEM Advanced and RPMI 1640 Advanced with 1% FBS
supplementation were analyzed for cell growth and
compared to the classic DMEM and RPMI 1640 media
with 10% FBS and another serum-reduced medium from
a competitor.

With the use of our Advanced Media, the serum content
in the tested cell lines could be reduced without loss of
performance. In some cases, even better growth was
observed due to the optimized formulation.

DMEM Advanced + 1% FBS

Medium 1 + 1% FBS

RPMI 1640 ADVANCED
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For this purpose, two different cell lines were seeded in each
of the different DMEM and RPMI 1640 media. The cells were
cultured without adaptation for 3 passages at 37°C and
analyzed daily for cell density and morphology. The data
represent the average cell number determined after the
last passage.

DMEM + 10% FBS
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RPMI + 10% FBS

RPMI Advanced + 1% FBS

Medium 2 + 1% FBS

YOUR BENEFITS
at a glance

 Reduces FBS supplementation by up to 90%
 Progress towards greater animal welfare
 More reproducible results and control
 Minimizes the influence of animal components on cell culture
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SERUM REDUCTION
WITH ADVANCED MEDIA

Conventional serum
supplementation

PRODUCT

VOL.

CAT.NO.

RPMI 1640 Advanced

500 ml

RPMI-ADV-500ML

w/o L-Glutamine
with Non-Essential Amino Acids
with Sodium Pyruvate

500 ml

RPMI-ADV-500ML

DMEM Advanced

500 ml

DMEM-ADV-500ML

500 ml

DMEM-ADV-500ML

free sample

RPMI 1640 Advanced,

free sample

DMEM Advanced

High Glucose (4.5 g/l),
w/o L-Glutamine
with Non-Essential Amino Acids
with Sodium Pyruvate

%

WHY US?

Fast and efficient
order processing

Customer-oriented
product flexibility

Your Partner in
Cell Culture
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